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fundinfo Opens New Offices in London, Singapore and Madrid
By setting up a local presence in London, Singapore and Madrid, fundinfo aims to optimise
its services to existing and new clients there and to extend its range of services. fundinfo has
brought on board Josef Molvidsson in London and Alexander Looijen in Singapore, two
seasoned experts with many years' experience in the investment fund industry.
In Madrid, cooperation with Kessler & Casadevall Asesoramiento Financiero has already
begun and is now gaining momentum with the official office opening.
Commenting on the opening of the Singapore office, Philipp Portmann, CEO of fundinfo,
said, “The opening of a local office in Singapore is a logical step for us as the fund markets in
Asia - particularly those of Singapore and Hong Kong, where fundinfo set up an office in
March 2011 - are becoming increasingly important to our clients."
Commenting on the office openings in London and Madrid, Jan Giller, head of Marketing &
Sales, said, “The UK and Spain are both important fund distribution markets in Europe, and
our new local subsidiaries will bring us closer to our clients in the respective countries,
enabling us to better serve their needs.”

About fundinfo
fundinfo is the leading international platform for fund information and mandatory publications in the fund business.
fundinfo provides users with quick, free access to more than 8 million documents, fund manager videos and the
ratings of more than 700 fund companies. fundinfo is recognised by various financial market supervisory
authorities as an electronic publication platform for mandatory publications. fundinfo AG was established in 2005
and already has offices in Zurich, Frankfurt a.M., London, Madrid, Hong Kong and Singapore.

The details and contact person at the new locations:
fundinfo (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Alexander Looijen
16 Raffles Quay
#33-03 Hong Leong Building
Singapore 048581
Tel.: +65 9725 0187
E-mail: alexander.looijen@fundinfo.com

For more information, please contact:
fundinfo AG
Tina Frey
Staffelstrasse 12
8045 Zurich
Switzerland
Tel.: +41 (44) 286 91 01
E-mail: tina.frey@fundinfo.com

fundinfo (UK) Limited
Josef Molvidsson
130 Shaftesbury Avenue
2nd Floor
London W1D 5EU
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 774 865 5040
E-mail: josef.molvidsson@fundinfo.com

fundinfo Spain
Juan Manuel Vicente Casadevall
Torre de Cristal
Paseo de la Castellana 259-C,
Planta 18
28046 Madrid
Spain
Tel.: 0034 91 414 7805
E-mail: juan.casadevall@fundinfo.com

